Prototype of Parking Finder Application for Intelligent Parking System
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Abstract—This paper explains the design and fabrication of an intelligent, user-friendly parking system developed in the United Arab Emirates. The need for a smart parking system was assessed by conducting a survey on the current parking issues. This paper elaborates on the hardware and software realization of the proposed parking system developed for motorists to locate vacant parking using mobile application. The various types of vehicle detection sensors available in the market have been evaluated for the implementation of the system. The main objective of this paper is to build a prototype intelligent parking system with maximum accuracy. The goal of the project was to control the detection modules wirelessly through a customized mobile application, allowing ease of operation and maintenance. While the users can enjoy better comfort and safety, the focus is to create a self-reliable, and ecologically sustainable system while reducing searching time, fuel wastage resulting in lower carbon footprint. The mobile application has been developed using Android Studio, and the results are presented in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays advancements to develop smart cities have created a shift to harness artificial intelligence for the growth of humanity. Across central districts and downtowns of populated cities, consumers and companies alike cite the lack of available parking as one of the major problems. The cause of this issue is due to the number of vehicles on the road exceeding the availability of parking space in highly populated areas. Hongwei Wang et al. came up with a reservation based system using light and vibration sensors [1]. However, it was reported that the effects of environment impairments due to false detection or the natural factors would affect the light sensors. Srikanth et al. implemented a Smart PARKing (SPARK) system using Wireless Sensor Network, but it seemed unfeasible as the selected sensor was weak against various environmental conditions [2].

Using a different technology, Gupta et al. proposed an intellectual context-aware parking space via computing, information stations, and swarm intelligence [3]. It detects parking spaces by mapping the shortest route to the base station with the help of the sensors. Srikanth et al. implemented a Smart PARKing (SPARK) system using Wireless Sensor Network, but it seemed unfeasible as the selected sensor was weak against various environmental conditions [2].

LED screens. The results of the experiment showed that visual guidance is a more reliable option for drivers to locate parking.

Atif y. have used embedded wireless sensor networks to connect the status of parking space infrastructures and communication technology [5]. The model takes publically available data from the internet (such as Parkopedia www.parkopedia.se) and traffic counts (GPS, street cameras). The collected data is used to estimate the availability of real-time parking spaces with the help of probability. In addition, it automatically determines when and where drivers park their cars, and when parking spots are released.

Iris-net suggested using video cameras, motion detectors, and microphones. Since these devices are capable of detecting the availability of a parking lot, they were used [6]. The system procures real-time information regarding the parking spaces from web based applications. However, the data generated is quite large and results in high power consumption.

In the Telegraph UK, a survey conducted by ‘Park at my House’ in 2013 revealed that it takes an average of six minutes and forty-five seconds to find a suitable parking space [7]. The U.A.E. is working to make 25% of its transportation driverless by the year 2030 [8]. This strategy shall combat traffic congestions, road accidents, and pollution while saving millions of driving hours.

This paper discusses the implementation of a system which can tackle various parking related issues, by revealing parking availability to motorists. Providing an improved...
utilization of available parking spots, it creates a less congested, safer and pleasant environment. A system is designed, a prototype is built and tested successfully. The ultrasonic sensor in the ground unit of the proposed system can detect the presence of the vehicle irrespective of the type of vehicle to be parked. The module powers itself using solar energy and has a secondary battery for backup. The occupation status of the module is sent to a server using radio communication and can be modified to a mesh networking system for enhanced security. The server then sends this information to a database built in this prototype unit. The mobile application then uploads the data of the parking space to the user. The information in the database can also be used in future road planning and navigation. With the recent technological advancements in smartphone applications, such a system would be beneficial to drivers. The collected data could be linked to an Internet of Things (IoT) system which can be enabled to send information to predict the availability of parking spaces at a specified time of the day.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

A. Survey Analysis

A survey with a sample size of 100 people, was conducted to get a better understanding of the problems faced by residents. The results showed that the daily average time for parking ranged from one to fifteen minutes with 44% finding parking space within the first five minutes and 28% in six to fifteen minutes.

It was observed that majority of the participants (56%) were from the age group of 18 to 24 years, followed by 22% from the age group of 45 to 54 years. There was a 12% response from the age group of 25 to 34 years and the least response, 2%, were obtained from the 55 to 65-year-old-citizens. The majority of the respondents, 40%, were from the emirate of Dubai, followed by residents of Abu Dhabi (38%). There was a 17% response from Sharjah residents and 5% from the residents of the Northern Emirates (Al Ain, Ajman, and Ras Al Khaimah).

Over 92.93% responded ‘Yes’ to the need for a mobile application to locate available parking. It was concluded, that the rejection was because the respondents were from an emirate that faced minimal stress to locate parking. Thus, the need for an application to display parking availability in their environment was not a requirement.

Selection of preferred mobile application features was asked as one of the questions (Fig. 1), and it required participants to select options they would like to have on the application. Some additional suggestions from the consumers included using credit card payment for the parking fee, displaying the remaining time before additional payment and an option to view live traffic data for navigation and guidance.

Table 1 indicates that the average time taken to find parking during a weekday and weekend were largely similar. From the results, it was observed that 50% of the parking was located within the first 5 minutes. However, the remaining took more than five minutes to locate an available parking spot. The likely cause the respondents are able to park within the first five minutes is that they are given an allocated parking spot, thus, influencing the data collected.
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**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Time Taken to Find Parking on Weekend and Weekdays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Answer Choices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 – 5 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – 15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 – 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than an hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Types of Sensors

During the search for a viable sensor that can be used for vehicle detection, research was conducted to choose the best sensor suitable for the most efficient design.

1) **Inductive Loops**: Inductive loop detectors are commonly used for vehicle and speed detection. It is capable of estimating the length of the vehicle yet it is easily affected by temperature changes and traffic flow. The installation and maintenance of this sensor require lots of planning since it needs to be placed beneath the road surface.

2) **Microwave Radar Detector**: Microwave radar sensors are typically implemented to determine the speed and length for vehicle classification. They are insensitive to extreme weather but cannot detect stationary vehicles.
3) **Ultrasonic Detector:** Ultrasonic sensors detect stationary vehicles to determine occupancy. They are one of the sturdiest sensors when it comes to varying climatic conditions. In addition to periodic maintenance checks, the sensors can be placed on the ground with ease.

4) **Acoustic Sensor:** Acoustic sensors are insensitive to moisture and light. They are perceptible to cold temperatures thus making it an unreliable installation option in open areas.

5) **Magnetometer Sensor:** The magnetometer sensors detect vehicle using magnetic signatures. They are less sensitive than inductive loops. It is best suited for vehicle and speed detection. The major challenge is the installation and maintenance of these sensors as they are typically placed underground. They also require customized algorithms to adapt to the location of installation.

6) **Video Image Vehicle Detection Systems:** It is commonly implemented to measure traffic flow, accident detection, lane occupancy and vehicle speed. The device has a high power consumption due to image detection and processing.

7) **Weight Detection System:** The weight detection system is mainly used to count and classify vehicles. There are few ways to implement such types of system. Road tubes are the most commonly used method. However, it is highly inaccurate in the presence of heavy vehicles. Pressure sensors for weight detection are reliable but tend to break easily and are susceptible to lightning.

8) **Laser Scan:** One of the most viable vehicle detection sensors, laser scan can be used for vehicle classification and weight detection. It requires no additional components for implementation thus making it expensive. Wi-Fi and General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) with vehicle detectors are under development, but they are currently at a conceptual and testing phase.

Taking into account the merits and demerits of the various sensors explained above, ultrasonic sensors are used in the development of the proposed system. It is taken into consideration that non-invasive devices have the advantage of easier maintenance and installation. The Ultrasonic Sensor is a distance sensor which sends out a high-frequency sound pulse. It then times the echo of the sound until it reflects back. It has two openings on the front. One transmits ultrasonic waves, (like a speaker), while the other receives them, (a microphone).

Since the speed of sound is approximately 341 meters per second (m/s) in the air, the ultrasonic sensor uses this information and the time difference to determine the distance between the sensor and the obstacle.

C. **Methodology**

The proposed system comprises of a field device, communication device and the front-end device as in Fig. 2. The system architecture for the prototype system was created using the application ‘X- mind’. It is a project mapping software used to create block structures to highlight the various outcomes, issues, and paths that can be experienced by the system.

1) **Field Device:** An installation of the field device comprising of the vehicle detection unit is done in each parking lot. The module which consists of an ultrasonic sensor is used to identify the presence of a vehicle [9]. The microcontroller used for processing the information is an Arduino Uno [10]. The main feature of this device is the ability to detect modules with optimal accuracy. To power, the module continuously, harnessing solar energy to power the main battery is chosen. A backup battery is placed to prevent any possible power failure. A tri-colour Light Emitting Diode (LED) is placed on the device to help the motorists to view the availability status of the slot visually.

The Arduino code uses basic C programming to perform its functions. For the field device, the code is constructed such that when the sensor locates a vehicle between a distance of 0 cm to 50 cm, the LED lights ‘Red’ indicating an occupied status. The code regularly checks for a change in distance in the background. The sensor has been programmed to check every 1500 ms so that there is no delay in updating the parking lot status in the database. The method is also implemented when the parking space is empty. When the sensor does not detect any object, the ultrasonic sensor lights the LED green (if there are no obstacles beyond 51 cm) and value ‘V’ is sent as output.
2) Data Communication: The sensor data from the field device is transferred with the help of a wireless transceiver (nRF24L01+) to a data collection hub. The nRF24L01+ is a single chip 2.4GHz transceiver, suitable for low power wireless functions [11]. It is designed for operation in the worldwide Industrial, Scientific, and Medical radio bands [ISM frequency band].

To design a radio system with the nRF24L01+ requires only a microcontroller and a few additional components to supply readings. Its internal voltage regulators ensure a high Power Supply Rejection Ratio (PSRR) and a wide power supply range. The Raspberry Pi microprocessor acts as the server and uploads this data to an online database called Firebase [12]. The addition of a suitable decoupling capacitor is required to avoid any data loss during communication. This is because an Arduino tends to supply less than 3.3V when plugged into the 3.3V pin. Due to an insufficient voltage supply, the data transferred gets affected. After testing various capacitors, a 4.7 μF capacitor, proved to reduce the data loss.

On the Raspberry Pi, an Arduino Uno is connected using a serial connection. The microprocessor has an nRF24L01+ module connected to its pins making it the data collector for the server. This transceiver is programmed to collect the information from the field device on its assigned channel. The module after receiving the data from the field transceiver displays it on the Raspberry Pi terminal. A python code is used to collect the data from the Arduino serial monitor and then to Firebase.

To use Raspberry Pi as a web server, a LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) stack must be set-up. The configuration to make the Pi work as a web server was completed and WordPress was downloaded and installed. A basic website is thus set up which can be accessed on the same network as the Raspberry Pi.

3) Mobile Application: The online database Firebase is a mobile and web application platform with flexible tools to help developers build high-quality apps [13]. It consists various features that developers can implement to fit their needs. The data from Firebase is collected in real-time and can be seen by motorists via a mobile application.

An application was constructed using Java on Android Studio (Fig. 3). The data from Firebase is collected by the mobile application ‘Parking Finder’ when it is connected to the Internet. A new user will be prompted to sign-up using necessary details, while the registered users will have access to multiple features. A few available options in the mobile application are paying the parking fee, recollecting vehicle location and guidance to a vacant space in their vicinity. The chosen option by the user would be implemented by sending commands back to the Hub and in turn the field device.

Java programming was executed to run the application on a Samsung S4. While a Login page and Registration page required minimal build. The creation of the core page to display the parking status required extensive research and code editing.

D. Module Design

While considering the hardware for the ground unit, it was important to restrict the power consumption low thereby extending the life of the solar charged batteries as well as the backup battery. Due to the availability of solar energy, an Arduino Uno was selected as the microcontroller for ease of prototyping. To ensure the safety of the components inside the module, a hard casing was built to accommodate the requirements. A viable prototype design was implemented using 3-D printed casings. It proved to be an efficient way of reducing the effects of the crash from the vehicles and helping protect the components housed on the ground. The placement of the ultrasonic sensors and the remaining components of the field device was decided after performing various test runs, analysis, and calculations. This was essential as even a slight error would result in an inaccurate reading leading to system errors. The raw data indicating the distance of the vehicle from the ultrasonic sensor was obtained using an Arduino code. A pulse from the sensor is sent from the trigger pin for a duration of 10 microseconds. The distance of the obstacle is calculated from the duration function which converts the time into distance using equation (1).

\[ \text{Distance} = \frac{\text{Time} \times \text{Speed of sound}}{2} \]

Time is measured in seconds.

Speed of sound is taken as 341 m/s

It is divided by two because the sound wave has to travel to the object and back after striking an obstacle.

After deciding on the proper combination of the battery, sensors and communication module the mobile application was built using Android Studio. A basic framework of the application was completed and tested with the help of the firebase data for a real-time transfer test.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Sizing of power supply units

The field device includes three components controlled by a microcontroller. Two different options considered are Arduino UNO microcontroller and Arduino pro-mini. For supplying power to the module, the battery is used. The sizing of the battery is calculated for both the microcontrollers and presented below.

- Case 1: Using an Arduino Uno

  Components used: Ultrasonic sensor, NRF24L01+ module, and tricolour LED

  Total power consumption = Sum of power consumed by each module = 0.844 W

  Worst case scenario – Module is ‘ON’ for 24 hours
  Energy consumption, E = 20.25 Wh

  For the sizing of solar energy, the amount of sunlight the region receives must be considered. According to the collected data, the optimum sunlight hours is 6 hours a day [14].

  Realistically, while doing solar sizing, a minimum of three days must be considered as the number of autonomous days. Therefore, the solar panel rating of 10.125 W is needed. The 11W solar panel from Gallagher is chosen [15].

  Battery capacity calculations for one autonomous day:
  To select an optimum battery to meet the system requirements, the current and voltage ratings must be estimated.
  Ampere hour rating = 2.64 Ah
  Voltage Ampere rating = 1.32 V

- Case 2: Using an Arduino Pro Mini

  Components used: Ultrasonic sensors, NRF24L01+ and tricolour LED

  Total power consumption = 0.34 W

  Worst case scenario – Module is ‘ON’ for 24 hours
  Energy consumption, E = 8.16 Wh

  If the region receives 6 hours of sunlight a day, the realistic solar panel rating with days of autonomy would be 4.1 W.
  The current and voltage ratings estimated for the battery with one autonomous day;

  Ampere hour rating = 1.0625 Ah
  Voltage Ampere rating = 0.531 VA

  Thus it can be concluded that using an Arduino Pro Mini or a similar chip is the viable option for the field device installation due to its smaller size and lower power consumption. However, Arduino Uno is selected for the design and development of this system.

B. Results

A prototype was built for the vehicle detection module using an ultrasonic sensor, and the same is depicted in Fig. 4. The module was tested with different types of vehicles (Fig. 5). The output data would be ‘V’ for a vacant parking space which would turn the LED light to green. It sends the message ‘O’ to the database for an occupied parking lot while turning the LED light to red.

While the program was simulated, dips in the serial plotter were spotted. The dips are due to minor faults located in the sensor from manufacturing. This problem was overcome by replacing the existing sensor with a new ultrasonic sensor.

Fig. 6 shows the results obtained from the field device on the online database. The Raspberry Pi server code is programmed to send the status information to Firebase only when there is a change from the previous sensor reading. This reduces the energy consumption on the server. A delay in uploading the status information to Firebase is likely due to the speed of the network connected.
The saved data on Firebase is acquired by the mobile application created on Android Studio. The application is called ‘Parking Finder’ and according to the results received from Firebase the status is displayed (Fig. 7) on the users mobile for viewing.

After multiple field tests and analysis, it was concluded that the system works quite robustly as no major flaws were detected. With periodic maintenance checks, the system can work at its maximum capability.

An option of using thermoelectric charging system or a substitute method could prove more viable. More testing and research need to be done to find an alternate battery charging source.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The prototype system was designed, built and tested successfully. The proposed system shall avoid traffic congestion caused while commuters search or wait for vacant parking spots. It presents ways to reduce the emotional and economic toll faced by the drivers and to alleviate the setbacks faced due to insufficient parking spaces. A way to improve communication between the mobile application and the field device must be done by implementing a communication method with a faster and secure data transfer rate. A full-scale model can be implemented for commercial purposes one this is achieved.
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